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‘If You Were Art & Language,

Then You’d Be a Fucking 

Decent Contemporary Artist’

Matthew Jesse Jackson
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A depressing, anaesthetising triviality seeps into everything when art becomes a
question of proper institutional gambits clad in professional intellectual decoration. 
You feel sick. You feel superfluous. You begin to suspect that all of your actions are really
the fruition of a second-rate ambition to fulfil an appropriately ‘critical’ or ‘provocative’
role in the distribution and analysis of culture. For nearly half a century, in varied guises
and manifestations, Art & Language has been dedicated to resisting this process of
trivialisation.1

Conceptual Art, it could be said, has always gravitated toward two poles, toward
gestures that might be described as productive or deductive, and Art & Language has
always stood at one extremity within this dichotomy.2 Productive conceptualism, as 
I’m calling it, aspires to hot-wire emotive, mnemonic energies, to fire them up and take
the viewer’s mind for an illicit, often psychedelic or shamanistic, spin. This mode of
Conceptual Art wonders very little about the investigation of its own possibility. Instead,
its most promising terrain can be found at the intersection of the specific and the
general, where big existential questions of individual human perception and the laws of
the cosmos confront each other, as in Joseph Beuys’s drawings or Robert Barry’s texts
(‘Something that is taking shape in my mind and will sometime come to consciousness’).
Such works seek to produce new orders of experience and knowledge through a kind 
of art–magic; they do not purport to deduce the lineaments of already existing, if still
insufficiently-described, orders. 

From its beginnings, Art & Language has had little time for this productive side of
Conceptual Art, for the work endowed with ‘supposedly magical significance’, as Charles
Harrison once wrote, since the cultivation of just such romantic mystery is ‘a function
of the magic-authenticating system’.3 Art & Language’s prototypically deductive
conceptualism proceeds differently by concentrating its energies on the conditions and
procedures that allow artworks to be recognised as such – or, in the terms of painting
talk, ‘the internal structure of the picture is deduced from the shape of the support’, 
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1. What is perhaps most remarkable about Art &
Language is the consistency of its work from its
inception to the present. Thus, in this essay I shall
consider all of Art & Language’s production as a
single entity without any further reference to the
particular constitution of the group at any one time.

In other words, I offer a consideration of Art &
Language ‘without names’. 

2. Matthew Jesse Jackson, ‘The Quick and the Dead’,
Artforum, November 2009, pp. 218‒20.

3. Charles Harrison, Essays on Art & Language.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003, p. 19.
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to quote Yve-Alain Bois recapitulating Michael Fried on Frank Stella. By seeking to
better understand its own becoming, Art & Language delves into constellations of value
and desire that lie submerged beneath the placid obviousness of our day-to-day cultural
experience. Because they simultaneously materialise the forces which enable art to accrue
meaning, while also making gestures that are themselves meaning-bearing and artful,
Art & Language’s deductive projects – often instantiated in lo-fi ephemera and
ephemeral actions – are frequently classified as ‘critical’, yet ‘hermetic’ meditations 
on visual art’s ‘public accessibility’.4 However such descriptions go only so far. Art &
Language’s deductive conceptualism may very well acknowledge, even foreground, the
‘social’ or ‘critical’ aspects of art, but not without striving to suppress commonplaces
about ‘sociality’ or ‘criticality’. For four decades the practice has asked: Why is the work
here? Why are we looking at it? More important, why are we able to place the work in
front of you? And, perhaps most important of all, is it even possible for an artist to 
avoid complicity with the art industry’s ‘magic-authenticating system’? 

Art & Language began in the late sixties, a time when the ‘modernist impulse’ had
apparently waned in visual art. Yet, despite decades of arguments to the contrary, it’s
now clear that Modernism never disappeared in the supposedly postmodern era of 
Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons and Cindy Sherman; rather, it mutated into forms that 
grew harder to recognise and describe, moving away from discrete objects made 
by individuals toward texts and installations and later onward to situations and
performances created through collaborative activity. In this sense, Art & Language’s
practice defines the contours of ongoing transformations within this modernist
sensibility, even as the practice repeatedly returns to Modernism’s enduring concerns: 
to a self-reflexive scepticism toward its own capacity to represent the world, to the
doubtful status of the artist and the artist’s authority; to a fascination with non-
commercial modes of being in the world, as well as to a concentration on the
problematic character of description. It is in this atmosphere of ‘Modernism after the
End of Modern Art’ that Conceptual Art began, and this is crucial to the understanding
of Art & Language’s achievement in locating its art in this space and time.

To supply a crude and slightly proleptic chronology, in 1850 one could look at a
sculpture or a painting and compare the work with one’s everyday perceptions of one’s
surroundings and this constituted the crucial act of coming to terms with a work of 
art – in other words, art challenged conventions of seeing. By 1950, advanced art relied
less on modes of comparison and instead typically demanded the negotiation of
subjective proposals concerning the relationship of art and reality. No longer a question
of comparison between familiar perception and specific presentation, the back and forth
occurs more often between the artist’s presentation of information and the ability of 
the viewer to interpret this information to meaningful effect – in other words, art
challenged conventions of representation. Logically, by 2050, the principal activity 
of the spectator will no longer be to compare, even to interpret, but rather to hone 

4. See the overview in Jan Verwoert, ‘Secret Society’,
Frieze, issue 124, June/July/August 2009, p. 137.
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the ability to recognise situations endowed with art-effects. That is, if the art of 1850

accepted the depiction of a shared ‘reality’ as a given and while the art of 1950 accepted
the status of the artwork as artwork as a given, we are now entering a phase in which
recognising what constitutes a locus of compelling art-effects will become the most
consequential experience of art – in other words, art will challenge conventions of
presentation and distribution. 

Far ahead of its time, Art & Language long ago shifted from contesting seeing or
representing toward working in, on and around the conventions of presentation and
distribution that allow one to recognise an artwork as such. Fleeing from propriety 
or grandeur, Art & Language’s production, consistently inexpert and amateurish, has
chosen to sit in the shadows whenever possible, to reside in an aesthetic shanty town of
contingencies and proposals, of models and lists, of talk, meetings, tape recordings and
transcripts – what Art & Language has described as its serial production of ‘homeless
stuff’.5 Ironically, following Art & Language’s lead, much recent art has been made out
of just such ‘homeless materials, out of situations, atmospheres and attitudes that had
not earlier constituted meaningful elements within one’s potential experience of art.6

The email and the Powerpoint lecture in the work of Walid Raad are not additives to 
his artworks. They frequently are the art. In the art of Tania Bruguera, the openings 
and ancillary events to her exhibitions often function as her art, although she does 
not necessarily notify attendees of this fact beforehand. In a similar fashion, the
interventions of the post-human entity known as Reena Spaulings, from being a gallery
to being a character in a novel to being the supposed intelligence behind conventional
object-making, as well as Anton Vidokle’s endeavours as e-flux entrepreneur and
cultural organiser have elaborated a sensibility in which unlikely, often vaguely
inappropriate amalgams of commerce, design, documentation and education have come
to the fore. Much of this art vivifies the heretofore neutral, merely decorative surfaces
that had once surrounded the discussion, production and display of artworks. Thus, the
professional and discursive framing that had once allowed us to rapidly and almost
automatically distinguish art from its non-art surroundings has been transformed in
recent years and, in important ways, Art & Language’s homeless stuff has been more
contemporary than most ‘Contemporary Art’ for several decades. Manifesting itself 
in unstable texts, unstable objects, and unstable situations, Art & Language has
inaugurated a cascade of hybrid art genres – journal-editing, discussion-leading,
transcript-sifting, lyric-writing, slogan-correcting, performance-organising among 
them – genres that ideally embrace material and conceptual contradictions that 
become nearly self-annihilating.7

5. See the text of Art & Language’s performance
‘Confession’, Chicago, 1 May 2009.

6. For an account of these trends in recent art, see
Lane Relyea, Your Everyday Art World. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 2013.

7. A good example of such nearly self-annihilating

mini-gesamtkunstwerks would be Art & Language’s
performance of ‘Letters to Jackson Pollock Bar in
the Style of The Red Krayola’ at MACBA, 18 May
2013. The event involved recorded music, live
commentary, projected video and an overall
atmosphere of homely improvisation.
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Art & Language’s work has aimed to frustrate the mind that finds comfort in judging
and evaluating. As a result, most art industry professionals, especially mainstream art
critics, have not cared much for Art & Language.8 The work does not sustain saucy
cocktail conversation, nor can it be packaged neatly for the art industry consumer base,
save as gestures that radiate a casual fraudulence and lazy deceit. Obviously, such art
contradicts the industry’s enthusiasm for high-end presentational decorum and quasi-
intellectual publicity. While many art practices have been successfully pounded into
submission by the art industry’s sophisticated ‘Relevance Machines and Solipsism-
Reducing Siege Engines’, Art & Language’s shanty fortress has somehow managed 
to invent mechanisms to keep the industry at bay. By orchestrating circumstances of
historiographic insecurity around their work, engaging in a practice of intense and
misleading self-curation, as well as periodically engaging in forays into full-blown
paraintellectual chaos, Art & Language has routinely undermined or exploded projects
that have aimed to ‘evaluate their practice’ in the name of the public, sometimes even
inconveniencing these curatorial and critical voices to such an extent that the voices 
are silenced, or transformed, or both.

Art & Language’s passion for an opacity that destabilises professional activity 
has amounted to a cardinal sin within the recent industrialisation of visual art. This
approach is frowned upon because it inhibits the entrepreneurial zeal of the art
institution and the collector. It is a practice conceived as having more of a future than 
a past, a practice that lacks ‘appropriate teleological symmetry’, one that maintains a
sense of disobedience toward the ‘proper historical record’. Instead, Art & Language has
occupied itself with questions of internality – a position rejected as ‘supersolipsistic’,
‘hermetic’, or ‘esoteric’ by adherents of ‘relevant art’. They have even had the bad taste
to be concerned with the old-fashioned notion of ‘autonomy’ and thereby courting the
risk of being identified as representatives of a retrograde, undemocratic elite. A more
accurate analysis would be that Art & Language presents artworks that emerge from a
social practice that aims to be substantively independent from the art industry’s own
logic. However, such a position is barely tenable these days, since it undermines the
linear progression of promotion, sponsorship and sales that undergirds the current art
system. Capital, whose interests are served by these practices, must be obeyed, since
otherwise it might choose to bestow its largesse elsewhere.

By its very continued existence, Art & Language serves as an embodied indictment 
of our culture’s owners, managers and servants and their conceptions of art, knowledge

8. For a representative example of this kind of art
criticism, see Jerry Saltz, Seeing Out Loud: The
Village Voice Art Columns, Fall 1998-Winter 2003.
Great Barrington, MA: Figures, 2003, p. 293.
‘[T]here’s the art we don’t understand and hate,
secretly wishing it would disappear. Last month
this subdivision was personified for me by the
British Marxist-conceptualist collective Art &

Language, whose supersolipsistic survey at P.S. 1
consisted of wall-to-wall philosophical texts,
political posters, card files, and re-creations of
famous paintings. A quarter century ago, Art &
Language forged an important link in the genealogy
of Conceptual Art, but subsequent efforts have
been so self-aggrandizing and arcane that their
work is now virtually irrelevant.’
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and research (which frequently amount to emphatic clichés arranged to satisfy the 
mild curiosity of corporate trustees). Neglecting to gather around itself a body of
appropriately laudatory commentary, Art & Language has rarely cooperated with this
machinery, while others whose conceptual art careers also began in the sixties have
relished their place within recent historical accounts. Say what you will about the
practice, no one can doubt that Art & Language has constructed a body of work that
maximally disrupts their own identity; a practice that continually engages in self-
deflating forms of mimicry and ventriloquism; a practice that never stops undermining
Art & Language’s ‘appropriate place’ within the historical record.

As accidental inheritors of high Modernism’s concept of autonomy, Art & Language
produces works of art that are inevitably fragments extruded from larger, longer
conversations. And though the outcome of these conversations might sometimes be
exhibited in the form of a painting or drawing, even such works exist only as fragments
torn from the larger whole. This is an internality, or autonomy or ‘supersolipsism’ that
emanates from a discursive origin, an autonomy that conflicts with the institutional and
critical apparatuses that seek to frame it. And as ever greater varieties of performance
and film enter the space of the auction house, gallery and museum, new requirements
are emerging: an overwhelming drive toward bigness and speed in the ‘institution’ of
contemporary art is feeding an erosion of boundaries between artistic media – those
specialised categories that had once restrained the curator and critic in their drives 
to become would-be avant-garde uber-practitioners or showbiz movers and shakers. 
In its wake, a flood of self-aggrandising collaborations between artists, institutions,
curators, sponsors, and pop culture celebrities have banished the experience of ‘real
communicative failure’ from the viewing of art. Today, ‘Contemporary Art’ most often
preserves alienation and deflation only as forms of ‘picturesque abjection’, while
genuinely complex transformations within art practices disappear due to the risks 
that heterogeneity and inconsistency bring to sales and notoriety.9

Similarly, art institutions now inhibit or simply exclude works that cannot be
consumed rapidly. The difficult autonomous artwork, the object once designed to 
be interpreted by Richard Wollheim’s ‘adequately sensitive, adequately informed
spectator’, has, to all intents and purposes, disappeared. In its place, we encounter
varied flavours of institutional management that yield a mix of ‘contemporary
masterworks’ and ‘political activism’ refigured as curatorial mannerism. Art & Language
has navigated this artworld of museums and galleries, as well as the academic world of
art history and ‘art theory’ – worlds usually closed to each other. Occupying the role 
of commentator and actor in both worlds, Art & Language has confounded nearly all
existing descriptive art vocabularies. In this way, it might be more accurate to say 
that Art & Language has transformed their critics and commentators, rather than
accommodating them. In fact, it might be most accurate to say that Art & Language

9. See the text of Art & Language’s performance
‘Confession’, Chicago, 1 May 2009. 
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infects their would-be curators, critics and commentators. ‘Infects’, in the sense that 
Art & Language’s practice brings with it the demand that the would-be curator, critic 
or commentator enter the conversation, a protracted, circuitous discussion differing 
in form and substance from the art industry’s. 

Conceptual Art initially grew out of aggregations of flimsy paper and bland
photographs, and Art & Language has emphasised Conceptual Art’s modesty, its traffic
with the weak. As such, Art & Language’s enduring challenge to the viewer and reader
is its call to extend this cast of mind – to nurture ways of being in the world that
sidestep genius, mastery, control and judgment at all levels of cultural experience and
intellection. In this sense, Art & Language’s activity has been ontologically recalcitrant,
demanding strange, unexpected modes of exertion and creativity from its viewers and
readers. So much so that in contemplating the practice of Art & Language, one finds
that the space for dispassionate neutrality withers; one must choose sides. And even
though Art & Language offers no positive account of the humanist project, the
enlightenment project, the Contemporary Art project, or any other project for that
matter, and even though it has committed manifold sins and wickedness in the eyes 
of the art industry, Art & Language are fucking decent artists anyway. 

Matthew Jesse Jackson teaches in the Departments of Visual Arts and Art History at the
University of Chicago. He is the author of The Experimental Group: Ilya Kabakov, Moscow
Conceptualism, Soviet Avant-Gardes (2010) and Vision and Communism (2011). 
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